Announcements 4/26

• Read Durbin et al textbook
  – Chapter 9 on grammars
• Optionally read Sakakibara et al (1994)
• Won’t discuss Klein and Eddy (2003)

• HW4 due today
  – Last chance to use late days
• Project report guidelines posted
Announcements 4/26

• Seminars of interest:
  – Tues Apr 26 at 4:00 PM, Biotechnology Center Auditorium
    • Guilherme Del Fiol, University of Utah
    • “Providing on-demand access to online evidence resources within EHR systems via ‘Infobuttons’”
  – Wed Apr 27 at 2:00 PM, WID 3280 (Orchard View)
    • Burcu Darst, University of Wisconsin-Madison
    • “The genetics of preclinical risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease”